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ABSTRACT

KUIKMAN, M. A., E. S. SMITH, A. K. A. MCKAY, K. E. ACKERMAN, R. HARRIS, K. J. ELLIOTT-SALE, T. STELLINGWERFF, and L. M. BURKE. Fueling the Female Athlete: Auditing Her Representation in Studies of Acute Carbohydrate Intake for Exercise. Med. Sci. Sports Exerc., Vol. 55, No. 3, pp. 569–580, 2023. Purpose: The aim of this audit was to assess the representation of female athletes within the literature that has led to current guidelines for carbohydrate (CHO) intake in the acute periods surrounding exercise and the quality of this research. Methods: We conducted a standardized audit of research assessing CHO loading protocols, CHO mouth rinse, and CHO intake before, during, and after exercise. Results: A total of 937 studies were identified in this audit. There were a total of 11,202 participants across these studies, with only ~11% being women. Most studies involved male-only cohorts (~79%), with a mere 38 studies (~4%) involving female-only cohorts and 14 studies (~2%) including a methodological design for comparison of sex-based responses. The frequent use of incorrect terminology surrounding menstrual status and the failure of most studies (~69%) to provide sufficient information on the menstrual status of participants suggests incomplete understanding and concern for female-specific considerations among researchers. Of the 197 studies that included women, only 13 (~7%) provided evidence of acceptable methodological control of ovarian hormones, and no study met all best-practice recommendations. Of these 13 studies, only half also provided sufficient information regarding the athletic caliber of participants. The topics that received such scrutiny were CHO loading protocols and CHO intake during exercise. Conclusions: The literature that underpins the current guidelines for CHO intake in the acute periods around exercise is lacking in high-quality research that can contribute knowledge specific to the female athlete and sex-based differences. New research that considers ovarian hormones and sex-based differences is needed to ensure that the recommendations for acute CHO fueling provided to female athletes are evidence based. Key Words: WOMEN, ORAL CONTRACEPTIVE, MENSTRUAL STATUS, SPORT, PHYSICAL ACTIVITY, NUTRITION
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Although women were first included in the Olympic Games in 1900, it took over a century for an almost even gender split to be achieved at the Tokyo 2020 Games (1). Despite this “equality,” female athletes continue to face barriers, such as limited resources, funding, and coverage compared with their male counterparts (2). Recent interest in the applied sport science field has focused on whether evidence-based sport science guidelines, most of them developed in male athletes, are indeed suitable and specific to female athletes; and recent data suggest that this is open for scrutiny (3–5). This is of particular interest for scientifically well-developed applied sport science themes/interventions, in which the apparent depth and sophistication of the current literature suggest that they are robust in their application, but in which most of the evidence has been based in male athletes. Sport performance is dependent on a myriad of physiological, biomechanical, and psychological determinants, in which
the availability of carbohydrate (CHO) as a substrate for the muscle and central nervous system is an important one, especially for endurance sports (6–8). Because of the finite nature of body CHO stores relative to the fuel demands of common training sessions and competitive events, there are a variety of acute nutrition strategies aimed at promoting high CHO availability for performance enhancement (6). Recommendations for the timing, amount, and type of CHO that should be consumed before, during, and after exercise are summarized in Table 1.

As with all guidelines where sex-based differences could exist, it is important to investigate the population from which these guidelines were derived, to ensure that outcomes from male populations are not being erroneously generalized to female populations. The first practical attempt to account for sex within current CHO recommendations involved the change to report and prescribe CHO intake relative to body mass, rather than absolute amounts in recognition of the often-smaller body size of women (7). However, there are also biological reasons to postulate that sex-based differences should exist for these guidelines. This includes differences in muscle fiber composition (10) and/or hormonal differences that contribute to sex-based differences in substrate utilization during exercise (11). Various reviews have highlighted the need for female athlete–specific considerations for CHO guidelines (12,13). This includes differences that might occur within and between women, to determine if different strategies are required based on menstrual cycle phase and/or situations that alter menstrual cycle hormonal fluctuations, such as hormonal contraceptive (HC) usage (14). Such insights would not only inform athlete practice but also assist future research protocols to be free of such bias or error. As such, the primary aim of this study was to audit the research that has led to the current CHO guidelines in the acute period before, during, and after exercise (9) to determine if there is evidence to support the use of these strategies in female athletes and if differences across menstrual cycle phase or with HC usage have been considered.

**METHODS**

The methods of this audit are in accordance with the standardized protocol previously established by Smith et al. (15), with methods specific to this audit further outlined hereinafter.

**Search strategy and data selection/extraction.** An electronic search from inception to January 18, 2022, was conducted in PubMed. The full search strategy can be found in Supplemental Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.com/MSS/C724. After removal of duplicates, articles were screened using Rayyan online software (16) to identify articles that met the inclusion criteria. Studies were included if the primary aim was investigating the effects of an acute CHO fueling strategy on a performance outcome, health outcome, or underlying mechanisms associated with performance and health. Depending on study features (Table 1), acute CHO fueling strategies were categorized into one of the following: 1) CHO loading protocols of 24-h to 7-d duration, in which studies were aimed at supercompensating muscle glycogen stores; 2) studies examining the effect of CHO mouth rinsing without ingestion; and studies examining the type, amount, or timing of CHO intake either 3) before, 4) during, or 5) after exercise. Two authors independently classified each article into an acute CHO fueling strategy, and a third author resolved any conflicts. Articles were excluded using the following criteria: participants were older than 50 yr and untrained, involved populations with lifestyle disease, participants were children, the study involved an occupational task (i.e., studies involving soldiers, firefighters etc.), the CHO-based intervention was used as a control condition only, the study outcome was irrelevant to the area of interest, and/or failure to explicitly state the sex of participants. This article examined the acute effects of CHO around exercise, whereas articles that have led to guidelines for total daily CHO intake have been included in a sister analysis. For articles that met the inclusion criteria, data were extracted into a Microsoft Excel template as per the protocol by Smith et al. (15). Briefly, this allowed each article to be classified based on the following metrics:

- **A.** Study population: females only, males only, mixed-sex cohort, male versus female design features (MvFsdes), and male versus female subanalysis (MvFsab)
- **B.** Athletic caliber as previously established by McKay et al. (17): Tier 0 (sedentary), Tier 1 (recreationally active), Tier 2 (trained/developmental), Tier 3 (highly trained/national), Tier 4 (elite/international), and Tier 5 (world-class)
- **C.** Menstrual status and grade as previously established by Elliott-Sale et al. (14): naturally menstruating or eumenorrheic

**TABLE 1.** Acute CHO fueling strategies aimed at promoting high CHO availability with current recommendations, and study features used to classify studies in this audit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Current Recommendations (6,9)</th>
<th>Study Features for Audit Inclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHO loading</td>
<td>10–12 g·kg⁻¹·BM per 24 h⁻¹ for 36–48 h</td>
<td>Intervention aimed at maximizing muscle glycogen stores preexercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preexercise</td>
<td>1–4 g·kg⁻¹·BM 1–4 h before exercise</td>
<td>Duration of protocol: 24 h–7 d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouth rinse</td>
<td>Rinse CHO-containing solution in mouth for 5–10 s during high-intensity exercise</td>
<td>Manipulation of the type, amount, and/or timing of CHO intake within the 4 h period before exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During exercise</td>
<td>30–60 g·h⁻¹ for exercise 1–2.5 h Up to 90 g·h⁻¹ with products providing multiple transportable CHO for exercise ≥2.5 h</td>
<td>Intervention involving the effect of CHO mouth rinse without the ingestion of CHO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postexercise</td>
<td>When &lt;8 h between 2 bouts of exercise, 1.0–1.2 g·kg⁻¹·BM·h⁻¹ for the first 4 h</td>
<td>Manipulation of the type, amount, and/or timing of CHO intake in the postexercise period Duration = 0–24 h after exercise</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
women, HC users, women with menstrual irregularities, and mixture of one of the aforementioned categories. If insufficient information was provided to determine menstrual status, then studies were defined as unclassified and were not further graded as based on methodological control of ovarian hormones as per the protocol by Smith et al. (15). Studies were awarded a Gold standard if all best-practice guidelines were implemented. Specifically, naturally menstruating women met the criteria for eumenorrhea via detailed tracking for ≥2 months with no HC usage >3 months before study commencement; HC users involved the use of a single HC type for ≥3 months with detailed information on the type, formulation, and active usage of HC; and women with menstrual irregularities received a diagnosis by a medical professional as part of the study, and the length of condition was provided. Studies were awarded a Silver standard if they met some but not all of these criteria, and studies were awarded a Bronze standard if even fewer criteria were met. If insufficient information to award a Gold, Silver, or Bronze standard was provided, then it remained “ungraded.” If a study involved a mixture of categories (i.e., both naturally menstruating and HC users), then each group was individually graded, with 0.5 of a study count assigned to each.

D. Research theme: performance focus/outcome, clinically established health focus/outcome, or indirect or emerging associations with performance or health

E. Study impact: Altmetric score and most recent 4-yr impact factor; Altmetric scores were retrieved for studies published after 2012 and obtained between December 23, 2021, and January 18, 2022.

F. Sample size: male and female participant number

To further assess the high-quality research specific to the female athlete, studies with sufficient methodological control of ovarian hormonal profiles (Gold, Silver, or Bronze standard) and female-specific designs (female-only cohorts, MvFdes, or MvFsusb) were identified. Only studies with a female-specific design were included because these contribute knowledge to sex-based differences or directly inform female-specific guidelines. Studies with cohorts of unclassified athlete caliber were also excluded given the lack of information regarding athletic ability and competition level that prevents direct application of study findings. A spreadsheet with all included studies and their classified metrics has been provided in Supplementary Digital Content 2, List of included studies, http://links.lww.com/MSS/C725.

Statistics. Statistical analyses were performed using R Studio (version 3.5.2) with statistical significance accepted at an α level of P ≤ 0.05. Frequency-based metrics were reported as a percentage of the total studies or participants. Histogram inspection revealed nonnormally distributed data for journal impact score, Altmetric score, and male/female-specific sample sizes. As such, a Mann–Whitney U test was used to compare median numbers of male and female participants, and a Kruskal–Wallis test with a post hoc Dunn test was used to assess differences in impact factor and Altmetric scores across study population. This data are reported as median ± interquartile range.

RESULTS

Across studies of the five different acute CHO fueling strategies, a total of 937 were identified for inclusion in this audit (Fig. 1). There were a total of 11,202 participants, with ~11% being female and ~89% being male (Fig. 2A). Of the 937 studies, ~96% (n = 899) of studies included at least one male participant, whereas only ~21% (n = 197) of studies included at least one female participant (Fig. 2B).

Study population and sample size. Figure 3A identifies the different populations used in studies of the five acute CHO fueling strategies. Across all strategies, studies that involved female participants were most likely to recruit a mixed-sex cohort (n = 126 studies; ~64%). However, within these studies, the median number of female participants (3 ± 4) was less than that of male participants (8 ± 6; Fig. 3B; P < 0.0001). Although 740 studies (~79%) involved an exclusively male cohort, only 38 studies (~4%) involved a female-only cohort. Only 14 studies (~2%) included methodological design feature, which specifically compared sex-based responses (MvFdes), and 19 studies (~2%) conducted a sex-based comparison within the statistical procedures (MvFsusb). Within MvFsusb studies, the median number of female participants per study was significantly less than the number of male participants per study (8 ± 9 vs 12 ± 16; P = 0.02).

Theme and athlete caliber. Characteristics of the study theme and the athletic caliber of participants across the five acute CHO fueling strategies are demonstrated in Figure 4. Performance themes were the dominant interest across the strategies (~54%; n = 506 studies), with the exception of studies of postexercise CHO intake, where indirect themes underpinning either performance or health (e.g., rates of glycogen synthesis or effects on exercise myokines) were the most common target (~65%; n = 93 studies). Across the 937 studies of acute CHO fueling strategies, 496 studies (~53%) failed to provide sufficient information to allow the athletic caliber of participants to be classified (17). Of the remaining 441 studies where classification was possible, most participants (~83%) were determined to be within Tier 0 (sedentary) to Tier 2 (trained/developmental), with the majority of studies involving participants within Tier 2 (~58%). Notably, no study included Tier 5 (world-class) participants.

Journal impact and publication statistics. There was no significant difference in Altmetric score (P = 0.85) or impact factor (P = 0.60) across study population categories. Differences remained nonsignificant when each acute CHO fueling strategy was examined in isolation. Finally, over the full audit period of 1967–2021, the average publication rate for female-only studies was ~0.7 versus ~13 studies per year for male-only studies. The publication rate of female-only studies increased from ~0.8 studies per year during 2001–2010 to ~2 studies per year from 2011 to 2021, in parallel with a decreased publication rate in male-only studies during this
time frame. However, the publication rate continued to be ~10–31 times greater in male-only studies, with 25 studies per year from 2001 to 2010 and 21 studies per year from 2011 to 2021 (Fig. 4C).

**Menstrual status and grade.** Of the 197 studies that included women, 61 studies (~31%) provided sufficient information to define menstrual status. These 61 studies included cohorts of naturally menstruating women \((n = 44)\), a mixture of naturally menstruating and HC users \((n = 11)\), HC users \((n = 5)\), and women with menstrual irregularities \((n = 1)\). Regarding the quality of the classification protocols used to identify menstrual state \((14)\), 10 studies were awarded Bronze standard, 3 studies achieved Silver standard, and the remaining 48 studies were ungraded \((Fig. 5)\). No studies were awarded Gold standard for their methodological control of ovarian hormones. Nineteen studies described female participants as eumenorrheic, although their characteristics failed to meet the criteria \((14)\), and three studies provided a confusing description of their female participants as being eumenorrheic despite also being oral contraceptive pill (OCP) users.

**Menstrual and hormonal cycle phase.** Of the studies that included cohorts of naturally menstruating women \((n = 55)\), 32 described their intent to investigate outcomes in a standardized phase of the menstrual cycle. The majority of these studies \((n = 31)\) targeted the follicular phase, whereas 1 study examined the luteal phase. Of the remaining, 14 studies did not control or provide information on menstrual cycle phase, and 4 studies indicated that investigated outcomes were always examined in the same phase of the menstrual cycle but did not provide any information or verification of the menstrual cycle phase. The five remaining studies involving naturally menstruating women compared the effects of an acute CHO fueling strategy at different phases of the menstrual cycle, with the strategy of interest being CHO during exercise \((n = 4)\) and CHO loading \((n = 1)\). Although all of these studies provided a valuable comparison of outcomes in the early to midfollicular versus luteal phase, none provide enough information that allowed a classification of the athletic caliber of participants. Furthermore, only two of these studies used a design to characterize menstrual phase that was awarded Silver standard, whereas the remaining three studies were ungraded. Among studies of HC users \((n = 16)\), 2 studies indicated that outcomes were investigated during the active phase of the OCP cycle. Of the remaining 14 studies, 8 did not provide information on the OCP cycle phase, or provided confusing terminology indicating that testing was taken during the follicular phase \((n = 4)\), or premenstruation or postmenstruation \((n = 2)\). One study of OCP users investigated indirect outcomes of an acute fueling strategy (CHO loading) over different phases of the oral triphasic pill (premenstruation and postmenstruation); this was
undertaken in participants classified as Tier 1 (recreationally active), with characterization of the method of classifying menstrual status as Bronze standard.

Performance and indirect outcomes in female participants. Figure 6 demonstrates the studies with female-specific design with sufficient methodological control of ovarian hormones. Only two strategies involving acute CHO fueling (CHO intake during exercise and CHO loading) have investigated outcomes using an acceptable protocol of ovarian hormone control. Studies examining CHO loading protocols only involved Tier 2 (trained/development) athletes and below. Although 1 study examining CHO during exercise included Tier 4 (elite/international) athletes, only 0.5 the study was included as participants were a mixture of HC users and naturally menstruating women, with only Bronze standard being awarded to the group of OCP users ($n = 3$). For the remainder of studies, participants were Tier 2 and below. This databank is further limited because few studies ($n = 3.5$) adequately defined menstrual cycle/HC phase of study participants, and none compared outcomes across menstrual cycle phases. The characteristics and results of studies providing female-specific evidence are summarized in Table 2.

**DISCUSSION**

We assessed the quality and quantity of representation of female athletes within the research that underpins current sports nutrition guidelines for the achievement of acute high CHO availability around key training sessions and competition. We used a standardized auditing tool (15) that allows us to make direct comparison to other projects of this type (5) as well as the wider survey literature (3,4). Our audit found that only ~11% of the participants in studies of acute CHO fueling strategies were women; this is significantly lower than the findings of ~23% representation in studies examining performance supplements using the same audit tool (5). In addition to the lack of general participation in the studies included in our audit, we found that female athletes were not well served with investigations of the efficacy of acute CHO fueling strategies for their specific needs (e.g., biological differences or event characteristics). Indeed, there were nearly 20 times more studies involving male-only cohorts compared with female-only cohorts, and the smaller median number of women in mixed cohort studies suggests that they may have been included to increase the sample size of the total group rather than allow an investigation of between-sex differences. It may also reflect volunteer bias and sex differences in willingness to participate in certain types of research studies that may make it more difficult to recruit female participants (26). Despite the potential effect of ovarian hormones on CHO metabolism (11), the current literature provides minimal attention to differences in outcomes of the various acute CHO fueling strategies between male and female athletes or within females according to menstrual status or phase, particularly when the robustness of the research design is considered. Our audit must therefore conclude that, despite the wealth (>900) of studies on acute strategies for CHO fueling for exercise, the lack of high-quality studies with a female-specific design represents a large gap in the evidence.
base supporting their implementation by female athletes. Although this does not demonstrate the lack of efficacy of the sports nutrition guidelines regarding the achievement of high CHO availability for training and competition by a female athlete, it calls for new literature to consider any potential adjustments associated with her special needs.

There is growing awareness of the underrepresentation of female participants in sports science research (3,4). Because the paucity of female-specific sports science research is likely to be widespread, it is important that the emerging interest in tackling female-focused research is directed to areas that are deemed high priority. We have previously identified these as themes that have received poor (and/or poor quality) attention to date, those in which sex-specific differences are suspected, and those in which successful strategies are likely to achieve detectable changes in health or performance (15).

Acute strategies to achieve high CHO availability for a key exercise session seem to meet all three criteria given the clear underrepresentation of women noted, sex differences being plausible (11), and strategies that match body CHO stores to the fuel requirements of a performance test achieve enhancements that are both statistically significant and substantial in terms of the outcomes of real-life sporting events. For example, prolonged time trial protocols are improved by ~2%–3% by glycogen supercompensation (27) and ~2%–6% by consuming CHO during exercise according to meta-analyses of the general literature (28).

Our auditing tool captures a wealth of information about the targeted literature including the size and focus of study sample sizes, characteristics of the sex and athletic caliber of study participants, study interests, secular changes in publication rates, and impact factors and Altmetric scores (15). Although these outcomes have been presented in the Results section of this article and discussed more widely in our previous audit of evidence-based performance supplements (5), the discussion theme of greatest interest from the literature on acute fueling strategies around exercise involves the inadequate understanding and investigation of menstrual status and phase in female athletes. Of the 197 studies that included female participants, the majority (~69%) failed to provide sufficient information to classify them menstrual cycle status of participants, and even in the initial literature search, 46 studies needed to be excluded because of failure to explicitly state the sex of study participants. For studies where the menstrual status of participants could be classified, poor knowledge or mixed terminology used to describe menstrual status characteristics was noted. For example, several studies described taking measurements during the “follicular” phase or “premenstruation and postmenstruation” in participants who were OCP users (18,29) rather than indicating if measurements were taken during the active or nonactive pill phase and before
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or after the withdrawal bleed. Various factors may underpin the incorrect terminology and lack of information pertaining to the menstrual status of female participants in these studies. This may include the poor knowledge of the menstrual cycle and HC of those involved in the research and authorship, lack of importance placed on the control of ovarian hormones or the possibility for sex-based differences in study outcomes by these individuals and/or the oversimplification of description of study methods within a publication word count limit. Indeed, because the appreciation of physiological differences across menstrual cycle phase or the influence of HC on ovarian hormones may have preceded many early studies, information now seen as pertinent and/or appropriate terminology may not have been included. However, this can no longer be an excuse in view of guidance that is now available to address the challenges of experimental protocols and make research designs more robust (14).

Of the acute CHO fueling strategies in this audit, studies examining CHO loading protocols contained the highest proportion of studies with sufficient methodological control of ovarian hormones \( (n = 2.5; 27\%) \). The popularity of this topic may reflect the longevity of interest in a protocol that emanated in the 1960s and has continued to evolve in the simplified format recommended for present day athletes (6) (Table 1). Early interest in sex-based differences was trigged by a study in which female participants were reported to fail to respond to a CHO loading protocol (i.e., achieve the same increase in glycogen stores) in comparison to the male participants (19). These results were later shown to be an artifact created by differences in energy intake, with later studies demonstrating that female athletes were able to increase muscle glycogen stores when the energy content of the habitual diet was increased to improve energy availability and support an additional increase in CHO intake (20,21). This suggests that female athletes

FIGURE 4—Proportion of studies examining performance, health or indirect themes (A) and proportion of participants within each athlete tier: Tier 0 (sedentary), Tier 1 (recreatationally active), Tier 2 (trained/developmental), Tier 3 (highly trained/national), Tier 4 (elite/international), and Tier 5 (world-class) for each of the acute CHO fueling strategies (B). C, Histogram of yearly publication rate for male-only studies and female-only studies for all acute CHO fueling strategies combined. MR, mouth rinse.
may need to increase energy intake above their apparent (self-reported) or true habitual intake, both to achieve CHO targets and to allow an energy availability that will support an increase in muscle glycogen. Despite the continued investigation of CHO loading protocols, with topics such as the localization or structure of glycogen particles (30), these have been undertaken with male-only or mixed-sex cohorts. Indeed, no studies of CHO loading involving separate analysis of female participants have been published over the past 15 yr, despite the likelihood of sex-based differences in muscle fibers (10). Furthermore, of the currently available studies on glycogen supercompensation in female athletes, the only two that have demonstrated functional benefits used protocols involving exercise capacity rather than performance (21,31). Because female athletes are more likely to consume suboptimal amounts of CHO intake in their daily training diet (32), there is a delicate interaction between energy availability, glycogen storage, and performance that requires further investigation.

Even when sufficient control of ovarian hormones has been achieved, there are other limitations of the sparse literature on CHO loading in female athletes as outlined in Table 2. This includes the involvement of athletes of lower caliber (Tiers 1–2; recreational to trained/developed), leaving an absence of evidence on highly trained and elite female athletes. In addition, most studies have involved triphasic OCP users in an unknown phase of the OCP cycle (18–20), whereas there is only one investigation in naturally menstruating women (21). This study, which measured outcomes in the luteal phase of the menstrual cycle, is an anomaly because most research was conducted during the follicular phase of the menstrual cycle, to minimize the impact of ovarian hormones on study outcomes by choosing the phase during which they are at their lowest. Of course, from a real-world perspective, there is greater interest in understanding how higher concentrations of ovarian hormones affect glycogen storage and utilization. Here, there is evidence that resting glycogen concentrations (33) or glycogen repletion rates (34) are higher in the luteal versus follicular phases, although the findings and their implications are unclear. For example, an investigation of female participants of unclassified athletic caliber reported that, although resting muscle glycogen was lower in the follicular phase but could be increased with a CHO loading protocol, the CHO loading protocol failed to increase muscle glycogen in the luteal phase or improve performance in either phase (33). Although CHO loading increased rates of CHO oxidation during exercise, there were no differences between phases (33). More research is needed to examine the effects of CHO loading in different phases of the menstrual cycle as well as in athletes using monophasic OCP and increasingly popular HC such as intrauterine devices.

The benefits of consuming CHO during exercise on performance are well documented (28), with guidelines including hourly targets based on the duration of the event, as well as recommendations for different types of CHO sources according to the targeted amounts (6,9) (Table 1). The use of absolute (in grams per hour) rather than scaled (in grams per kilogram of body mass (BM) per hour) targets for event fueling is based on the understanding that the maximal oxidation rate of ingested CHO is limited by the intestinal absorption of CHO and is not changed by body size (35). When targets exceed 60 g·h⁻¹, such as during events >2.5 h where dwindling endogenous CHO stores necessitate a greater contribution from exogenous CHO sources, it is recommended that this is supplied by “multiple transportable CHO” blends of CHO sources with different intestinal transport routes such as glucose and fructose (35). Our search for studies with a female-specific design and sufficient methodological control of ovarian hormones that could have contributed to these guidelines was only able to locate one article as outlined in Table 2 (22). This involved an investigation of Tier 4 (elite) female athletes, comparing the performance effects of consuming large amounts of multiple transportable CHO in a hydrogel versus placebo treatment (22). Notably, this study involved a mixture of HC users and naturally menstruating women, with only the HC users treated according to best-practice guidelines for hormonal considerations (12) and were therefore eligible for inclusion. We also identified a further three studies involving the effects on CHO intake during exercise on indirect measures of health and performance (23–25). Although one demonstrated that rates of exogenous glucose
oxidation during exercise in female athletes are similar to male athletes (23), we failed to find any studies of sex-based differences in the ability to oxidize multiple transportable CHO. Evidently, research following best-practice recommendations for methodological control of ovarian hormones in high-caliber female athletes is needed to assess this gap within the literature. There is also a need to consider whether the recommendations for doses and sources of CHO are the same for female as for male athletes. Although there may not be a relationship between body mass and maximal rates of CHO oxidation based on similar intestinal absorption capacity (35), differences in body size may affect the gastrointestinal comfort associated with consuming different amounts or forms of CHO. For example, a 6%–10% CHO beverage is typically recommended to provide the ideal balance of CHO and fluid replacement while minimizing gastrointestinal disturbances (36). However, this would require drinking 600–1000 mL·h\(^{-1}\) of fluid to achieve the recommended CHO target of 60 g·h\(^{-1}\), which may pose a risk of gastrointestinal discomfort for a small female athlete.

Differences in gastrointestinal tract function, such as differences in gastric emptying (37), or premenstrual symptoms that often include gastrointestinal disturbances (38) could have further implications for best-practice guidelines for the female athlete regarding CHO intake during exercise.

Studies on the intake of CHO during exercise encompass the newer area of research around CHO mouth sensing. Here, the ergogenic effects of consuming (or even mouth rinsing) CHO are achieved via interaction between receptors in the oral cavity and reward areas in the brain (39). Although this may provide a separate and additional benefit to the role of exogenous CHO as a substrate for the muscle and central nervous system in longer exercise protocols, benefits are apparent in shorter events in which there is minimal need or opportunity for exercise CHO intake to play a metabolic role (40). This has led to separate recommendations for exercise CHO intake/mouth sensing within sports nutrition guidelines (6,9) (Table 1) as well as a dedicated literature in which the intervention is applied as a CHO mouth rinse rather than CHO ingestion.
TABLE 2. Summary of female-specific study with sufficient methodological control of ovarian hormones.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>CHO Strategy and Protocol</th>
<th>Study Population</th>
<th>Athletic Caliber</th>
<th>Menstrual Status and Grade</th>
<th>Key Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>James et al. (18)</td>
<td>CHO loading</td>
<td>MvFdes: n = 6 males, n = 6 females</td>
<td>Tier 1</td>
<td>HC users</td>
<td>No sex differences in ability to increase muscle glycogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10 g·kg⁻¹·BM·d⁻¹ × 3 d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HC type: triphasic OCP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamopolsky et al. (19)</td>
<td>CHO loading</td>
<td>MvFdes: n = 7 males, n = 8 females</td>
<td>Tier 1</td>
<td>HC users (n = 4)</td>
<td>Males only able to increase muscle glycogen and improvements in performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male: 8.4 g·kg⁻¹·BM·d⁻¹ × 4 d; female: 5.4 g·kg⁻¹·BM·d⁻¹ × 4 d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HC type: triphasic OCP for &gt;1 month Silver standard (HC users only)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamopolsky et al. (20)</td>
<td>CHO loading</td>
<td>MvFdes: n = 6 males, n = 7 females</td>
<td>Tier 1</td>
<td>HC users (n = 4)</td>
<td>No gender differences in ability to increase muscle glycogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male: 10.5 g·kg⁻¹·BM·d⁻¹ × 5 d; female: 8.8 g·kg⁻¹·BM·d⁻¹ × 5 d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HC type: triphasic OCP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walker et al. (21)</td>
<td>CHO loading</td>
<td>Females only: n = 6</td>
<td>Tier 2</td>
<td>Naturally menstruating</td>
<td>Improved performance and increased muscle glycogen stores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.2 g·kg⁻¹·BM·d⁻¹ × 4 d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tested during luteal phase</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pettersson et al. (22)</td>
<td>CHO during exercise</td>
<td>MvFdes: n = 6 males, n = 6 females</td>
<td>Tier 4</td>
<td>HC users (n = 3)</td>
<td>No improvements in performance for either males or females or sex differences in substrate utilization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>132 g·h⁻¹ during 120-min roller-skiiing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HC type: monophasic OCP (n = 2); hormonal spiral (n = 1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wallis et al. (23)</td>
<td>CHO during exercise</td>
<td>Female only: n = 8</td>
<td>Tier 2</td>
<td>Naturally menstruating</td>
<td>Highest rate of CHO oxidation with 60 g·h⁻¹ with no further increase at 90 g·h⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10, 60, and 90 g·h⁻¹ during 2-h cycling at 60% of VO₂max</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tested during follicular phase</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tremblay et al. (24)</td>
<td>CHO during exercise</td>
<td>MvFdes: n = 6 males, n = 12 females</td>
<td>Tier 1</td>
<td>HC users (n = 6)</td>
<td>No difference in fuel selection between HC users and naturally menstruating women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male: –63 g·h⁻¹; naturally menstruating –58 g·h⁻¹; HC users –56 g·h⁻¹ during 120-min cycling at 50% of maximum wattage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HC type: triphasic OCP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Performed once following a normal diet and once following a high-CHO diet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Silver standard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wallis et al. (25)</td>
<td>CHO during exercise</td>
<td>MvFdes: n = 8 males, n = 8 females</td>
<td>Tier 1</td>
<td>Naturally menstruating</td>
<td>Similar metabolic responses seen in men and women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>90 g·h⁻¹ during 120 min of cycling at 55% of maximum wattage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tested during follicular phase</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VO₂max: maximal aerobic capacity.

divorce it from a possible metabolic role. Notwithstanding the briefer life span of this research theme, our audit identified six studies with a female-specific design examining a performance outcome, of which only two reported improvements in performance with CHO mouth rinse (41,42). However, these studies involved a broad range of female participants in terms of sports/exercise protocols and athletic caliper, making it difficult to make a general conclusion about the effectiveness of CHO mouth rinsing in female athletes. In terms of potential sex differences, it is noted that the use of a CHO mouth rinse could result in performance impairment if an improved psychological sensation leads to a misguided pacing strategies and the adoption of an unsustainable pace (39). Because female athletes are suggested to have better pacing strategies than male athletes (43), CHO mouth rinse could arguably be either less effective in female athletes if they are already adopting optimal event pacing or more effective if they are less likely to mispace because of increased psychological input. Furthermore, there is evidence of sex-based differences in brain activation in response to food cues (44). Unfortunately, we were unable to find any studies of CHO mouth sensing that compared this in male and female athletes. Obviously, more research is needed to examine the use of CHO mouth rinse in female athletes, including sex-based differences in the ergogenic mechanism behind this strategy, and how this interacts with differences or changes in psychological sensations, such as perceived exertion or cravings/sense of sweetness, across menstrual cycle phase or HC usage (38).

Consuming CHO in the hours before or between events (Table 1) has the potential to acutely alter muscle and liver glycogen stores for contribution to the fuel requirements of the subsequent session. Our audit included five studies with a female-specific design that have examined the effect of preexercise CHO intake within the recommended range of 1–4 g·kg⁻¹·BM on a performance outcome, with two of these demonstrating a significant benefit (45,46). Unfortunately, none of the studies examining preexercise CHO fueling and female participants were considered to have achieved ideal control of ovarian hormones. Although one study examining postexercise CHO fueling and female participants was awarded a Bronze standard for this characteristic (47), its failure to provide sufficient information on the caliper of female participants limits the direct application of the findings. Meanwhile, in terms of immediate (0–4 h) postexercise refueling, we located three studies using a female-specific design to examine the effect of CHO intake recommendations (1.0–1.2 g·kg⁻¹·BM·h⁻¹−¹; Table 1) on the performance of a subsequent exercise bout (47–49). The unanimous finding of a lack of performance improvement in these studies could be due to a type 2 error involving the failure to control ovarian hormones appropriately, or it could signal that the refueling guidelines, derived from research in men, are not optimal for the female athlete. However, the recommended CHO intakes are based on enhancing postexercise muscle glycogen synthesis, which, while only being directly measured in one study, has been found to be similar in male and female athletes (50). Although not the focus of this audit, it is noted that sports nutrition guidelines recommend the coingestion of protein intake to enhance postexercise refueling when CHO ingestion is suboptimal (<1.2 g·kg⁻¹·BM·h⁻¹) (51). Of the nine studies that contributed to a recent review of this topic (50), eight included male-only
coHORTS and one did not indicate the sex of participants. In light of the limited number of female-specific studies of preexercise and postexercise CHO intake, and the lack of adequate ovarian hormonal control within these studies, we are unable to make firm conclusions about female-focused recommendations, and sex or menstrual phase differences around these themes.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In conclusion, as has been seen in other areas of sports science research, women are underrepresented in the research that has led to the current guidelines for acute CHO fueling strategies. Audit results suggest a lack of understanding of female-specific considerations, and poor appreciation for the need to control for ovarian hormones when conducting research. Given the lack of high-quality research that contributes knowledge specific to the female athlete and sex-based differences, current guidelines for acute strategies to achieve optimal CHO availability for key training sessions and competition may not represent best practice for female athletes. Although this does not mean that the sports nutrition guidelines should not be used by female athletes, it calls for new literature to consider any potential adjustments associated with special needs or considerations. High-priority areas of research have been highlighted throughout this audit that will help to ensure that recommendations provided to female athletes regarding CHO fueling strategies around training are evidence based.
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